TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK
FROM: J.-R. BOOH-BOOH, SRSG,
       UNAMIR, KIGALI, RWANDA
INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPKO,
       NEW YORK

FAX: 001 (222) 963 9053
FAX: (250) 84265

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 171000B DEC TO 181000B DEC 93.
NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: THREE

DIRECT MIR - 267

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.
2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 171000B DEC TO 181000B DEC 93.

I. GEN SITUATION.

II. FACTIONAL ACTIVITIES.

A. POLITICAL.

(1) SRSG VISITED TWO REFUGEE CAMPS ON RWANDA-BURUNDI BORDER AT BUTARE (7111). RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE OF UNDP AND REPRESENTATIVES OF WFP AND UNHCR WERE PRESENT. SRSG INDICATED THAT REFUGEE PROBLEM SHOULD BE BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY.

(2) AS OF 181100 DEC 93 GOVT OF RWANDA HAS NOT YET CONFIRMED THE LOCATION AND THE OTHER LOGISTICS ARRANGEMENTS OF RPF BATTALION TO BE PLACED IN KIGALI AS PER ARUSHA PEACE AGREEMENT. UNAMIR MAKING ALL OUT EFFORT TO FURTHER THE GOVT TO MAKE A DECISION SO THAT BROAD BASED TRANSITIONAL GOVT MAY BE ESTABLISHED ON TIME.

B. MILITARY.

(1) RGF. NTR

(2) RPF. NTR

(3) OTHERS. NTR

III. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES.

A. HQS. FC WENT TO UGANDA TO NEGOTIATE OPENING THE BORDER. RESULTS WILL BE FORWARDED ASAP. PLANNING SEC FORCE HQ HELD A MEETING WITH RGF AND RPF AT MONGORE (0529) ON DISCIPLINARY REGULATIONS AND RELATED SYLLABI.

B. SECTORS.

(1) KIGALI.

(A) CARRIED OUT RECCE, PLANNING AND PREPARATIONS FOR ENSURING ESTABLISHMENT OF KIGALI WEAPON SECURE AREA.

(B) A CONFERENCE WAS HELD BY COMD KIGALI SEC ON 171400 DEC 93 ABOUT THE SECURITY IN KIGALI. THE CONFERENCE WAS ATTENDED BY APPROX. 50 MEMBERS OF VARIOUS NGOs AND EMBASSIES.

(2) PHC. ROUTINE PTL ARE BEING CARRIED OUT.

C. MILFBGS. CMO VISITED REFUGEE CAMPS AT BUTARE (7111)
ALONG WITH SRSF, CONDUCTED ESCORT DUTIES FOR UNDP AND GOVERNMENT DELEGATIONS TO NCONDORE (0529), KIGOMBE (6033), NGARAMA (2630) AND MULINDI (0436).

D. UNCOMUE, CONDUCTED ROUTINE PTL WITHIN CAR.

IV. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. A CONVOY OF 7 TRUCKS, 30 TON EACH, ARRIVED AT KIGALI AND DELIVERED THEIR GOODS TO THE LOCAL RED CROSS AGENCY.

V. CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR.

VI. LOGISTICS. FORCE RESERVE HAS NO MOBILITY. URGENT REPEAT URGENT REQUIREMENT OF APC'S FOR FORCE RESERVE (ONE COY) NEEDS TO BE LIFTED BY AIR FROM BANGLADESH. IF APC'S CANNOT BE ARRANGED TRUCKS ARE REQUIRED.

VII. MISCELLANEOUS. ON 171815 DEC 93 SOME BURGLARS WHILE TRYING TO ENTER A GERMAN CIVILIAN HOUSE WAS FIRED UPON BY THE GERMAN INMATE OF THE HOUSE. THE INCIDENT OCCURRED IN KIGALI TOWN CLOSE TO THE UNAMIR RELIGION BATTALION CAMP. ONE BURGLAR WAS KILLED ON THE SPOT AND ONE INJURED. LOCAL POLICE HANDLING THE CASE.